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Merriam Press Military Monograph 92. Second Edition
(March 2012). On his twenty-sixth horrifying mission over
the hostile skies of Nazi Europe a charismatic
bombardier, seated at the nose of a B-17, strapped on
his parachute as his disintegrating bomber dropped
uncontrollably to the ground. What got him to this point,
the ensuing months behind barbed wire, and his daily
letters written to his family in Akron, Ohio provide the
engrossing content of A Story of One. This is an
emotionally intense memoir of a bombardier's
experiences during World War II with the 817th Bomb
Squadron, 483rd Bomb Group, Fifteenth Air Force. This
book recreates a straightforward story of a cadet growing
into a matured and experienced lieutenant that can be
extrapolated to illustrate the immense impact of World
War II on individual lives. Unlike the scores of historical
studies of leaders, military decisions and battles and
equally plentiful novels of the period, A Story of One
offers a kind of "people's history." It is the true account of
a single, unknown individual who stands in for the
unsung warriors of the greatest generation by offering
readers an insight into the details of one life. Although
rich with military history, A Story of One is not entirely
focused on the war. It recounts frugality and emotions on
the home front, training, friendships, love affairs, family,
confinement as a prisoner of war and much more.
Between March 1942 and August 1945 a cadet becomes
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an aerial warrior, observes his comrades fall victim to the
machinery of war, learns that his brother has also been
captured, and attempts to ease his family's fears through
frequent letters home. Besides thousands of wartime
personal correspondence, A Story of One draws on
extensive interviews with veterans of the 483rd
Bombardment Group, conversation with military wives
who lived through the war on the home front, and
poignant conversations with the bombardier himself.
Contents: Foreword; Introduction; Chapter 1:
Memmingen Raid; Chapter 2: Bouncing Betty; Chapter 3:
Airborne; Chapter 4: Square One; Chapter 5: Eye on
Norden; Chapter 6: Brothers in Arms; Chapter 7: Roses
and Rivets; Chapter 8: Groom Deploys; Chapter 9: Over
the Deep Blue Pond; Chapter 10: Last Repose; Chapter
11: Nazi Interview; Chapter 12: The Dash; Chapter 13:
Stalag Luft I; Chapter 14: Lost Boys; Chapter 15:
Monotony; Chapter 16: Lucky; Chapter 17: Bombardier's
Promise; Chapter 18: Victory Garden; Chapter 19: One
Life; Bibliography; 25 photos. Review by James Bradley,
author of Flags of Our Fathers, Flyboys, The Imperial
Cruise: After Daniel LaHurd passed away, Christopher
LaHurd found his grandfather's memory box. A Story of
One is Chris's loving recreation of Daniel's experiences
as a World War II airman and POW. A great read.
The compelling biography of the violinist who founded
the Palestine Symphony Orchestra and saved hundreds
of people from Hitler—as seen in Josh Aronson’s
documentary Orchestra of Exiles. “The true artist does
not create art as an end in itself. He creates art for
human beings. Humanity is the goal.”—Bronislaw
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Huberman At fourteen, Bronislaw Huberman played the
Brahms Violin Concerto in Vienna— winning high praise
from the composer himself, who was there. Instantly
famous, Huberman began touring all over the world and
received invitations to play for royalty across Europe. But
after witnessing the tragedy of World War I, he
committed his phenomenal talent and celebrity to aid
humanity. After studying at the Sorbonne in Paris,
Huberman joined the ranks of Sigmund Freud and Albert
Einstein in calling for peace through the Pan European
Movement. But when hope for their noble vision was
destroyed by the rise of Nazism, Huberman began a
crusade that would become his greatest legacy—the
creation, in 1936, of the Palestine Symphony, which
twelve years later became the Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra. In creating this world-level orchestra,
Huberman miraculously arranged for the very best
Jewish musicians and their families to emigrate from
Nazi-threatened territories. His tireless campaigning for
the project—including a marathon fundraising concert tour
across America—ultimately saved nearly a thousand
Jews from the approaching Holocaust. Inviting the great
Arturo Toscanini to conduct the orchestra’s first concert,
Huberman’s clarion call of art over cruelty was heard
around the world. His story contains estraordinary
adventures, riches and royalty, politicians and broken
promises, losses and triumphs. Against near impossible
obstacles, Huberman refused to give up on his dream to
create a unique and life-saving orchestra of exiles which
was one of the great cultural achievements of the 20th
century. Includes Photographs
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Percy Jackson is a good kid, but he can't seem to focus
on his schoolwork or control his temper. And lately, being
away at boarding school is only getting worse-Percy
could have sworn his pre-algebra teacher turned into a
monster and tried to kill him.
This new volume explores the theory and practice of war
and peace in modern historical context. In fifteen clear
and concise chapters, this book hits the high and low
points of international politics over a two hundred year
period, plus a brief foray into the future out to 2025. War,
Peace and International Relations serves as an excellent
introduction to the international history of the past two
centuries, showing how those two centuries were shaped
and reshaped extensively by war. This book takes a
broad view of what was relevant to the causes, courses,
and consequences of wars. This upper-level textbook is
an invaluable resource for students of strategic studies,
security studies, international relations and international
history.
The First World War and Health: Rethinking Resilience
aims to broaden the scope of resilience by looking at it
from military, medical, personal and societal
perspectives. The authors ask how war influenced the
health - both physically and psychologically - of those
fighting and attending the wounded, as well as the
general health of the community of which they were part.
In this major scholarly study of the life of Joseph A.
Schumpeter, one of the great intellectual figures of the
twentieth century, the distinguished economist Wolfgang
Stolper delves into the mind of his former teacher,
exploring the development of his ideas and, especially,
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their influence on politics and public policy. After
reflecting briefly on Schumpeter the man, Stolper
explains the evolution of Schumpeter's work, particularly
his insights during the 1920s on public finance, his
contributions to monetary theory and the study of
business cycles, and his writings on socialism. Stolper
goes on to desribe and evaluate Schumpeter's public
activities following World War I and his role as a finance
minister, placing the development of his thought in the
turbulence political context of his times. Drawing on a
vast array of new and exciting sources, Stolper paints a
portrait of his mentor as a decent, ambitious, and
complex man whose many insights into economy and
society found their way outside of the academy and into
the practical world of economic policy. All readers
interested in the history of economic thought and
twentieth-century political and intellectual history will find
this book invaluable. Wolfgang Stolper is Professor
Emeritus of Economics at the University of Michigan. He
is author of The Structure of the East German Economy
and Planning Without Facts and has made seminal
contributions to international economics. Originally
published in 1994. The Princeton Legacy Library uses
the latest print-on-demand technology to again make
available previously out-of-print books from the
distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press.
These editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the
Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to
the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
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books published by Princeton University Press since its
founding in 1905.
The most powerful force in the world economy today is
the redefinition of the relationship between state and
marketplace - a process that goes by the name of
privatization though this term is inadequate to express its
far-reaching changes. We are moving from an era in
which governments sought to seize and control the
'commanding heights' of the economy to an era in which
the idea of free markets is capturing the commanding
heights of world economic thinking. Basic views of how
society ought to be organized are undergoing rapid
change, trillions of dollars are changing hands and so is
fundamental political power. Great new wealth is being
created - as are huge opportunities and huge risks.
Taking a worldwide perspective, including Britain, where
the process began with Mrs Thatcher, Europe and the
former USSR, China, Latin America and the US, THE
COMMANDING HEIGHTS shows how a revolution in
ideas is transforming the world economy - why it is
happening, how it can go wrong and what it will mean for
the global economy going into the twenty-first century.

Stephen Crane's immortal masterpiece about the
nightmare of war was first published in 1895 and
brought its young author immediate international
fame. Set during the Civil War, it tells of the brutal
disillusionment of a young recruit who had dreamed
of the thrill and glory of war, only to find himself
fleeing the horror of a battlefield. Shame over his
cowardice drives him to seek to redeem himself by
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being wounded—earning what he calls the “red
badge of courage.” Praised for its psychological
insight and its intense and unprecedented realism in
portraying the experience of men under fire,The Red
Badge of Courage has been a beloved bestseller for
more than a century.
??????? ????????? ???????? ???. ?????????
???????? ? ?????????, ???????, ??????????
????????? ???? ???????????? ??????. ???????
?????? ????????? ? ????????? ??????? ?????? ???
??????????? ??? ???????? ??????? ???????
???????? ? ???? ? ??????????? ?????????
??????????? ?????.
At the beginning of World War II, professor Lauren
Post, San Diego State College, asked his students
entering military service to write to him. Thousands
of letters arrived from places like Pearl Harbor, North
Africa, and Normandy, beginning with the salutation,
“Dear Doc.” They described vivid accounts of
training, combat, and camaraderie. Pilots wrote
about seeing planes shot down. Men in POW camps
sent word about the location of other prisoners and
Dr. Post passed information on to frantic families.
Mothers, hoping for news about missing sons,
clutched at the details. These intimate, first-person
accounts capture honest, in-the-moment reactions to
war that resound with heartache and gratitude. Each
month, Dr. Post excerpted the letters and mailed the
Aztec News Letter around the world. Fraternities,
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typing classes, and families donated time and money
for printing and postage. When the latest issue
arrived, servicemen and women read it cover-tocover, and then passed it to another Aztec in
service. Dr. Post produced and mailed a newsletter
each month for four years. He sent pilots Aztec
stickers to put on their planes. Soldiers sent him
Nazi flags and sand from Iwo Jima. He tallied up the
medals they earned and took time to call their
mothers. He couldn’t rest until he knew that every
student who had been taken prisoner was released.
For years afterward, men and women dropped by his
small campus office to thank him for helping them
make it through the war. This is the story of the
devotion of a remarkable college professor who held
his students, their campus, and an entire community
together during World War II. These students fought
for democracy and to preserve a cherished way of
life that included football, Coca-Cola, and Sadie
Hawkins dances. Their correspondences to one
beloved professor describe an American perspective
of war that shines with idealism, determination, raw
grief, and the power of friendship.
Give Me Liberty! is the #1 book in the U.S. history
survey course because it works in the classroom. A
single-author text by a leader in the field, Give Me
Liberty! delivers an authoritative, accessible,
concise, and integrated American history. Updated
with powerful new scholarship on borderlands and
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the West, the Fifth Edition brings new interactive
History Skills Tutorials and Norton InQuizitive for
History, the award-winning adaptive quizzing tool.
The best-selling Seagull Edition is also available in
full color for the first time.
This volume brings together a distinguished group of
international scholars to discuss the major debates
in the study of early twentieth-century Europe. Brings
together contributions from a distinguished group of
international scholars. Provides an overview of
current thinking on the period. Traces the great
political, social and economic upheavals of the time.
Illuminates perennial themes, as well as new areas
of enquiry. Takes a pan-European approach,
highlighting similarities and differences across
nations and regions.
A comprehensive, chronological overview of
American literature in three scholarly and
authoritative volumes A Companion to American
Literature traces the history and development of
American literature from its early origins in Native
American oral tradition to 21st century digital
literature. This comprehensive three-volume set
brings together contributions from a diverse
international team of accomplished young scholars
and established figures in the field. Contributors
explore a broad range of topics in historical, cultural,
political, geographic, and technological contexts,
engaging the work of both well-known and nonPage 9/26
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canonical writers of every period. Volume One is an
inclusive and geographically expansive examination
of early American literature, applying a range of
cultural and historical approaches and theoretical
models to a dramatically expanded canon of texts.
Volume Two covers American literature between
1820 and 1914, focusing on the development of print
culture and the literary marketplace, the emergence
of various literary movements, and the impact of
social and historical events on writers and writings of
the period. Spanning the 20th and early 21st
centuries, Volume Three studies traditional areas of
American literature as well as the literature from
previously marginalized groups and contemporary
writers often overlooked by scholars. This inclusive
and comprehensive study of American literature:
Examines the influences of race, ethnicity, gender,
class, and disability on American literature
Discusses the role of technology in book production
and circulation, the rise of literacy, and changing
reading practices and literary forms Explores a wide
range of writings in multiple genres, including novels,
short stories, dramas, and a variety of poetic forms,
as well as autobiographies, essays, lectures, diaries,
journals, letters, sermons, histories, and graphic
narratives. Provides a thematic index that groups
chapters by contexts and illustrates their links across
different traditional chronological boundaries A
Companion to American Literature is a valuable
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resource for students coming to the subject for the
first time or preparing for field examinations,
instructors in American literature courses, and
scholars with more specialized interests in specific
authors, genres, movements, or periods.
Acclaimed New York Times journalist and author
Chris Hedges offers a critical -- and fascinating -lesson in the dangerous realities of our age: a stark
look at the effects of war on combatants. Utterly
lacking in rhetoric or dogma, this manual relies
instead on bare fact, frank description, and a spare
question-and-answer format. Hedges allows U.S.
military documentation of the brutalizing physical and
psychological consequences of combat to speak for
itself. Hedges poses dozens of questions that young
soldiers might ask about combat, and then answers
them by quoting from medical and psychological
studies. • What are my chances of being wounded
or killed if we go to war? • What does it feel like to
get shot? • What do artillery shells do to you? •
What is the most painful way to get wounded? • Will
I be afraid? • What could happen to me in a nuclear
attack? • What does it feel like to kill someone? •
Can I withstand torture? • What are the long-term
consequences of combat stress? • What will happen
to my body after I die? This profound and
devastating portrayal of the horrors to which we
subject our armed forces stands as a ringing
indictment of the glorification of war and the
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concealment of its barbarity.
By the time the First World War ended in 1918, eight
million people had died in what had been perhaps
the most apocalyptic episode the world had known.
This Very Short Introduction provides a concise and
insightful history of the 'Great War', focusing on why
it happened, how it was fought, and why it had the
consequences it did. It examines the state of Europe
in 1914 and the outbreak of war; the onset of attrition
and crisis; the role of the US; the collapse of Russia;
and the weakening and eventual surrender of the
Central Powers. Looking at the historical
controversies surrounding the causes and conduct of
war, Michael Howard also describes how peace was
ultimately made, and the potent legacy of
resentment left to Germany. ABOUT THE SERIES:
The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost
every subject area. These pocket-sized books are
the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
When Ellie and six of her friends return home from a
camping trip deep in the bush, they find things
hideously wrong -- their families gone, houses empty
and abandoned, pets and stock dead. Gradually they
begin to comprehend that their country has been
invaded and everyone in the town has been taken
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prisoner. As the horrible reality of the situation
becomes evident they have to make a life-and-death
decision: to run back into the bush and hide, to give
themselves up to be with their families, or to stay
and try to fight. This reveting, tautly-drawn novel
seems at times to be only a step away from today's
headlines.
From the critically acclaimed author of The 25th
Hour and When the Nines Roll Over and co-creator
of the HBO series Game of Thrones, a captivating
novel about war, courage, survival — and a
remarkable friendship that ripples across a lifetime.
During the Nazis’ brutal siege of Leningrad, Lev
Beniov is arrested for looting and thrown into the
same cell as a handsome deserter named Kolya.
Instead of being executed, Lev and Kolya are given
a shot at saving their own lives by complying with an
outrageous directive: secure a dozen eggs for a
powerful Soviet colonel to use in his daughter’s
wedding cake. In a city cut off from all supplies and
suffering unbelievable deprivation, Lev and Kolya
embark on a hunt through the dire lawlessness of
Leningrad and behind enemy lines to find the
impossible. By turns insightful and funny, thrilling
and terrifying, the New York Times bestseller City of
Thieves is a gripping, cinematic World War II
adventure and an intimate coming-of-age story with
an utterly contemporary feel for how boys become
men.
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Relates the story of a U.S. airman who survived
when his bomber crashed into the sea during World
War II, spent forty-seven days adrift in the ocean
before being rescued by the Japanese Navy, and
was held as a prisoner until the end of the war.
Benefit from Category wise & Chapterwise Question
Bank Series for Class 10 ICSE Board Examinations
(2022) with our Most Likely ICSE Question Bank for
History & Civics. Subjectwise book dedicated to
prepare and practice effectively each subject at a
time. Consist of History & Civics subject - having
Very Short Questions, Short Questions I, Short
Questions II, Long Questions, and Picture Based
Questions . Our handbook will help you study and
practice well at home. Why should you trust Oswal
Books - Oswal Publishers? Oswal Publishers has
been in operation since 1985. Over the past 30
years, we have developed content that aids students
and teachers in achieving excellence in education.
We create content that is extensively researched,
meticulously articulated, and comprehensively edited
— catering to the various National and Regional
Academic Boards in India. How can you benefit from
Oswal Most Likely ICSE History & Civics Question
Bank for 10th Class? Our handbook is strictly based
on the latest syllabus prescribed by the council and
is categorized chapterwise topicwise to provides in
depth knowledge of different concept questions and
their weightage to prepare you for Class 10th ICSE
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Board Examinations 2022. Having one subject per
book, including chapter at a glance, word of advice
by experts, each category of our question bank
covers the entire syllabus at a time. Apart from study
material, frequently asked previous year's board
questions, and insightful answering tips and
suggestions for students, our question bank also
consists of numerous tips and tools to improve study
techniques for any exam paper. Students can create
vision boards to establish study schedules, and
maintain study logs to measure their progress. With
the help of our handbook, students can also identify
patterns in question types and structures, allowing
them to cultivate more efficient answering methods.
Our book can also help in providing a
comprehensive overview of important topics in each
subject, making it easier for students to solve for the
exams.
The leading U.S. history textbook, with a new focus
on "Who is an American?"
The compelling biography of the violinist who
founded the symphony that became the Israel
Philharmonic Orchestra and saved hundreds of
people from Hitler—as seen in Josh Aronson’s
documentary Orchestra of Exiles. At fourteen,
Bronislaw Huberman played the Brahms Violin
Concerto in Vienna—winning high praise from the
composer himself, sparking his legendary career as
a musical superstar. But after witnessing the tragedy
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of World War I, Huberman joined the ranks of
Sigmund Freud and Albert Einstein in calling for
peace through the Pan-European Movement. When
hope for their noble vision was destroyed by the rise
of Nazism, Huberman began a crusade that would
become his greatest legacy—the creation, in 1936, of
the Palestine Symphony, which twelve years later
became the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra. This
deluxe digital edition of Orchestra of Exiles features
exclusive video extras, including an interview with
author and filmmaker Josh Aronson, as well as
scholars, renowned musicians and conductors
including Itzhak Perlman, current members of the
Israeli Philharmonic Orchestra, and others who
discuss the inspiration, impact, and historical context
of Bronislaw Huberman's life-saving mission. Also
included is the Orchestra of Exiles PBS movie trailer.
“The inspiring stories of a number of very different
characters who used their Christian faith to cope with
their experiences of the First World War.”
—Jacqueline Wadsworth, author of Letters from the
Trenches While a toxic mixture of nationalism and
militarism tore Europe and the wider world apart
from 1914 to 1919, there was one factor that united
millions of people across all nations: that of a
Christian faith. People interpreted this faith in many
different ways. Soldiers marched off to war with
ringing endorsements from bishops that they were
fighting a Godly crusade, others preached in
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churches and tribunal hearings that war was
fundamentally against the teachings of Christ.
Whether Church of England or Nonconformist,
Catholic or Presbyterian, German Lutheran or the
American Church of Christ in Christian Union, men
and women across the globe conceptualized their
war through the prism of their belief in a Christian
God. This book brings together twenty-three
individual and family case studies, some of wellknown personalities, others whose stories have been
neglected through the decades. Although divided by
nation, social class, political outlook, and
denomination, they were united in their desire to
‘Fight the Good Fight.’ “John Broom looks at such
beliefs during the first world war—the Tommies were
always fighting for God, the king and their country . .
. a fascinating study.” —Books Monthly “A detailed
study of a usually hidden aspect of wartime social
history, the topic of Christian faith. Fight the Good
Fight has been meticulously researched and
includes a wealth of previously unpublished
material.” —Come Step Back In Time
How the War Came to AmericaA History of American
Literature and Culture of the First World
WarCambridge University Press
This is the first historical account of one of the
closest presidential elections on record—the 1916
race in which incumbent Woodrow Wilson defeated
Republican Charles Evans Hughes by 600,000
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popular votes, but by a mere 23 electoral votes. S.
D. Lovell analyzes the candidates, the times, and the
issues during one of the most issue-oriented
campaigns in history. America was facing the war in
Europe, sparring with Mexico, and undergoing a
painful adjustment from an agrarian to an industrial
society. Other issues included women’s suffrage,
labor vs. business, prohibition, and the economy.
Wilson defeated Hughes in California (which he had
to do to win the election) by only 4,000 votes.
Slightly more than 2,000 votes cast the other way
would have given the electoral majority and the
presidency to Hughes, even though Wilson still
would have won the popular majority. The
candidates were similar in politics and temperament.
But a small modification by either of them on any
issue might have altered world history.
If historical culture is the specific and particular ways
that a society engages with its past, this book aims
to situate the professional practice of public history,
now emerging across the world, within that
framework. It links the increasingly varied practices
of memory and history-making such as genealogy,
podcasting, re-enactment, family histories, memoir
writing, film-making and facebook histories with the
work that professional historians do, both in and out
of the academy. Making Histories asks questions
about the role of the expert and notions of authority
within a landscape that is increasingly concerned
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with connection to the past and authenticity. The
book is divided into four parts: 1. Resistance, Rights,
Authority 2. Memory, Memorialization,
Commemoration 3. Performance, Transmission,
Reception 4. Family, Private, Self The four sections
outline major themes emerging in public history
across the world in the 21st century which are all
underpinned by the impact of new media on
historical practice and our central argument for the
volume which advocates a more capacious definition
of what constitutes ‘public history‘.
National Learning Association presents:
EVERYTHING YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT:
SECOND WORLD WAR AFTERMATH FASTER
LEARNING FACTS Are your children curious about
Second World War Aftermath? Would they like to
know what happened to displaced people? Have
they learnt what the effects of the atomic bomb were
or how women's rights changed after the war? Inside
this book, your children will begin a journey that will
satisfy their curiosity by answering questions like
these and many more! EVERYTHING YOU
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT: SECOND WORLD WAR
AFTERMATH will allow your child to learn more
about the wonderful world in which we live, with a
fun and engaging approach that will light a fire in
their imagination. We're raising our children in an era
where attention spans are continuously decreasing.
National Learning Association provides a fun, and
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interactive way of keep your children engaged and
looking forward to learn, with beautiful pictures,
coupled with the amazing, fun facts. Get your kids
learning today! Pick up your copy of National
Learning Association EVERYTHING YOU SHOULD
KNOW ABOUT: SECOND WORLD WAR
AFTERMATH book now! Table of Contents Chapter
1- What was World War II? Chapter 2- What was the
Immediate Aftermath of World War II? Chapter 3What were War Crimes? Chapter 4- Did People
Take Revenge on Germans? Chapter 5- What
Happened to Displaced People? Chapter 6- Who
were the New Superpowers? Chapter 7- How Did
Women's Rights Change After the War? Chapter 8What were the Effects of World War II on Germany?
Chapter 9- What Happened in Japan and Eastern
Asia After the War? Chapter 10- What were the
Effects of the Atomic Bomb? Chapter 11- What were
the Effects of the World War II on Britain? Chapter
12- What were the Effects of the World War II on
Russia? Chapter 13- What Countries Did the Soviet
Union Take Over After the War? Chapter 14- What
was Decolonisation? Chapter 15- How was Law and
Order Restored After the War? Chapter 16- What
were the Nuremberg and Tokyo Trials? Chapter 17What was the Potsdam Conference? Chapter 18What was the Marshall Plan? Chapter 19- When was
the United Nations Formed? Chapter 20- What was
the European Coal and Steel Community?
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Using their native language, the Navajo Marines
played an invaluable part in World War II as they
sent messages, did maneuvers, and completed
tasks with words that couldn't be deciphered by the
enemy. Reprint.
Investigate the factors that led to war Examine key
turning points, including D-Day and Hiroshima Get to
know the opposing forces — the Allies and the Axis
Explore the greatest war in history World War II was
the most destructive conflict of the 20th century. How
did it happen — and why? Packed with fascinating
anecdotes, interesting sidebars, and top ten lists,
this friendly reference contains everything you need
to know about World War II, from the issues that
caused the war to its most crucial confrontations and
what happened in the aftermath. Read about
important figures on both sides, study Hitler's war
against the Jews, and find out how the Allies finally
achieved victory. Whatever your interest, World War
II For Dummies is your go-to guide. Inside ... The
significance of World War II Hitler's rise to power The
invasion of Eastern Europe Pearl Harbor and U.S.
neutrality Life and labor on the home front The
Holocaust Liberation and what came next
Europe 1715-1919 explores the tumultuous period in
European history between the Age of Enlightenment
and World War I. By integrating political, social,
economic, and cultural history, Shirley Elson
Roessler and Reny Miklos provide an entertaining
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and comprehensive account of the emergence of
modern Europe. With clear and eloquent prose, the
book explains the ideas of the Enlightenment and
their effect on the social fabric of Europe, the
watershed of the French Revolution, the rise and fall
of Napoleon, the advances of the Industrial
Revolution, and the centrifugal forces of nationalism
that led, ultimately, to the disaster of World War I.
Eminently readable, Europe 1715-1919 will appeal to
students, scholars, and all interested in the history of
modern Europe.
Merriam Press Military Monograph 107.The author
was inducted into the U.S. Army in April 1942 and
served as a member of the 206th Port Company,
loading and unloading cargo, as part of the 1st
Engineer Special Amphibious Brigade, for the
invasion of Okinawa, on board an APA (Armed
Personnel Assault), utilizing landing craft and
DUKWs. Contents: Chapter 1: Introduction; Chapter
2: Early Life; Chapter 3: Growing Up; Chapter 4:
Trauma; Chapter 5: War Comes to America; Chapter
6: Funeral and Afterward; Chapter 7: Army
Volunteer; Chapter 8: Boston Harbor; Chapter 9:
Train Ride; Chapter 10: Ship to Hawaii; Chapter 11:
Big Island; Chapter 12: Maui; Chapter 13: Back to
Oahu; Chapter 14: Aloha Hawaii; Chapter 15:
Okinawa; Chapter 16: Air Raids Forever; Chapter
17: Section 8 Special Mission; Chapter 18: Some
Psychological Observations; Chapter 19: The Smell
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of Death; Chapter 20: The Last Six Weeks of War;
Chapter 21: Final Costs of the Invasion; Chapter 22:
One More Mission; Chapter 23: Inchon, Korea;
Chapter 24: Problems of the People and the
Occupation; Chapter 25: The Cold and the
Terrorists; Chapter 26: The Big Bang and Beyond;
Chapter 27: The Way Home—First Leg: Inchon to
Portland; Chapter 28: The Way Home—Second Leg:
Portland to Ft. McPherson; Chapter 29: The Way
Home—Final Leg: Ft. McPherson to Camilla, Georgia;
Chapter 30: Initial Reentry Into Civilian Life Issues;
Chapter 31: War Hangover Issues; Chapter 32: The
Dream War.First Edition (January 2012).1 photo.
Diary of Amar Singh with annotations, commentary,
and introduction by DeWitt C. Ellinwood, Jr.
Merriam Press Aviation History 4. First Edition
(2014). Inducted in 1942, Johnson went through pilot
training, followed by airborne operations flight
training with the 27th Troop Carrier Squadron, 10th
Troop Carrier Group. Assignment to the 49th Troop
Carrier Squadron, 313th Troop Carrier Wing, for
training in Sicily in late 1943 came next. Assigned to
the 36th Troop Carrier Squadron, 316th Troop
Carrier Group, in November 1943, for training for the
Normandy D-Day invasion, followed by support for
the invasion and Allied advance across Europe
during the summer of 1944. Also during this period,
he trained for Operation Market Garden, as part of
the armada that dropped the 82nd Airborne Division.
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His C-47 was shot down during this mission and he
became a POW. In addition to detailing his life as a
POW, from capture and interrogation to life in Stalag
Luft 1A, through liberation, Johnson includes details
of what it was like back home for his family,
particularly after he was listed as Missing in Action
after being shot down, including his parents' efforts
at trying to get more details from politicians, the
Army and members of his unit in England. A detailed
personal account by a C-47 pilot who flew UnArmed, Un-Armored and Un-Escorted over the skies
of Europe, delivering men and materiel where it was
needed to defeat the enemy. 35 photos and
documents Contents Introduction Prelude: 18
September 1944 Chapter 1: The Beginning: It All
Started Here Chapter 2: Induction: U.S. Army, Fort
Thomas, Kentucky Chapter 3: Loneliness and
Mournful Sounds Chapter 4: Casey Jones School of
Aeronautics Chapter 5: A Prophecy Unfolds Chapter
6: Aviation Cadet Days: Part 1, Classification/PreFlight/Primary Chapter 7: Aviation Cadet Days: Part
2, Basic —Advanced Chapter 8: Prepare for Combat:
Bergstrom Field, Austin, Texas, June-July 1943
Chapter 9: Dunnellon, Florida Chapter 10: This One
is for the Birds: Dunnellon, Florida, September 1943
Chapter 11: Off to War Chapter 12: Rain Clock: A
Jungle Jaunt, 11 October 1943 Chapter 13: Sicily:
Trapani/Milo and Castelvetrano, October 12,
1943-February 15, 1944 Chapter 14: Emerald Isle
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Interlude Chapter 15: Settling In: Preparing for DDay Chapter 16: First with the Best: Operation
OVERLORD: Airborne Mission, NEPTUNE: BostonFreeport, June 5-6, 1944 Chapter 17: Between Major
Combat Missions Chapter 18: Operation MARKET
GARDEN Chapter 19: From Hot Pilot to POW
Chapter 20: Interrogation: A Psychological
Experience 175 Chapter 21: Dulag Luft Transit
Camp, October 1944 Chapter 22: Stalag Luft 1A,
Part 1 Chapter 23: Meanwhile Back Home, Part 1
Chapter 24: Stalag Luft 1A, Part 2 Chapter 25: At
Last, Homeward Bound Chapter 26: Meanwhile
Back Home, Part 2 The Author
In the years of and around the First World War,
American poets, fiction writers, and dramatists came
to the forefront of the international movement we call
Modernism. At the same time a vast amount of nonand anti-Modernist culture was produced, mostly
supporting, but also critical of, the US war effort. A
History of American Literature and Culture of the
First World War explores this fraught cultural
moment, teasing out the multiple and intricate
relationships between an insurgent Modernism, a
still-powerful traditional culture, and a variety of
cultural and social forces that interacted with and
influenced them. Including genre studies, focused
analyses of important wartime movements and
groups, and broad historical assessments of the
significance of the war as prosecuted by the United
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States on the world stage, this book presents original
essays defining the state of scholarship on the
American culture of the First World War.
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